EnCoRe Q5 Summary

In this fifth project quarter, all WPs were active. There was also some publication and dissemination activity, and the first steps taken in the execution of the overall media strategy for the project.

In Work Package 1, the second draft of the Taxonomy was completed on schedule.

Work Package 2 continued to develop internal drafts of the D2.1 Technical Architecture, in accordance with the project schedule.

Work Package 3 focussed on reconceptualising consent and control as two key concepts for the project, and fed these insights into the other work packages.

Work Package 4 completed two publications on the law surrounding law and revocation and continued its work comparing the legal requirements with conceptual ideas about privacy.

Work Package 5 made substantial progress on defining the detailed scope and approach for its research into compliance processes and mechanisms.

Work Package 6 started its work, following WP2 design outputs and looking in more detail into the components it will implement.

The project continued to forge and strengthen links with external organisations that will help its results to have impact, and also continued to publish and present papers arising from its work.

Good progress was made in developing and executing a plan for obtaining, reviewing and discussing information pertinent to our choice of the scenarios to form the second and third case studies. We aim to make this choice, on schedule, in the next quarter.

In summary, the project is on track, deepening its activities, as planned, with a focus on the first chosen scenario from all aspects – technical, legal, stakeholder, process – while actively gathering information required for the choices of the second and third scenarios and taking steps to ensure its results will have impact.